Elementary School Results, General Election 2010

GOVERNOR
Alex Sink (D) 835
Rick Scott (R) 713
Peter Allen (IDP Independence Party of Florida) 299
Michael E. Arth (NPA) 282
John Wayne Smith (LIB Libertarian) 273
Daniel Imperato (NPA) 182
C. C. Reed (NPA) 71
Farid Khavari (NPA) 60

U.S. SENATOR
Charlie Crist (NPA) 785
Kendrick B. Meek (D) 401
Marco Rubio (R) 289
Lewis Jerome Armstrong (NPA) 240
Sue Askeland (NPA) 224
Alexander Andrew Snitker (LIB Libertarian) 211
Rick Tyler (NPA) 206
Bobbie Bean (NPA) 168
Bernie DeCastro (CPF Constitution Party of Florida) 111
Bruce Ray Riggs (NPA) 98

SCHOOL BOARD DISTRICT 4
David “Dave” Thomas 1552
Jaemi Levine 1080

SCHOOL BOARD DISTRICT 6
Laurie Rich Levinson 1456
Phyllis C. Hope 1138

SCHOOL BOARD DISTRICT 7
Travis R. Williamson 1328
Nora Rupert 1229

Should pets be allowed on the school campus?
Yes 1986
No 758

Should we have healthier lunches in our schools?
Yes 1777
No 957